An *express* modification service from Rittal
RittalXpress - The 7 Day Xpress Service

Your Rittal product completely and perfectly prepared for all applications.

The RittalXpress service has been developed to provide you with a complete modification service from one source. After a great deal of investment, Rittal are now able to provide the service where you can order from a huge range of enclosures configured and modified to your exacting requirements - whether assembled with your accessories selected from the largest range in the UK or modified with holes & cut-outs to your specific requirements all within 7 working days.
“What are the benefits?”

• Saves “Time & Money” with no risk.
• Your exact requirements from one source, one phone call, one invoice, one delivery.
• The largest range of enclosures that can be modified & delivered to you within 7 working days.
• Complete turn-key enclosure solutions, leaving you valuable time to concentrate on your core company activities.
• No expensive mistakes to make, leaving all the risk with RITTAL.
• Instant configurations & quotations with online user friendly configurators.
• A more cost effective solution.
• Free delivery.
• No minimum order quantities.
• State of the art machinery for greater accuracy and quality.

“What are the possibilities”

Configuration
• Cooling - fans, filters, thermostats, TopTherm, heaters...
• Cable management - cable glands, gland plates, cable routing...
• Mounting - wall mounting, pole mounting, roof mounting...
• Security - lock systems, hinges, door handles...
• Lighting - compact lights, magnetic lights, door light switches...
• Installation - plinths, bases, levelling feet, castors...
• Internal installation - swing frames, mounting plates, rail systems...

Modification
• Square cut-outs in any size permissible.
• Holes of any diameter.
• Special cut-out shapes.
• Apertures for fans, filters, gland plates...
• Threaded holes.
• Available for mounting plates, doors, panels, complete enclosures.

The possibilities are extensive and can be arranged by your own designated RittalXpress team.
Because Rittal place high priority on the success of its partners and customers, our goals are closely aligned with your goals. It is not enough for Rittal to provide a technological and system solution, there needs to be a practical level also. Here again, we score highly. Not only do we manufacture in the UK at Rittal-CSM in Plymouth, we also carry a multi-million pound inventory covering our most popular industrial enclosure products. We have also structured a robust distribution network across the country to create an environment whereby Rittal’s leading-edge products, services, software and market expertise are more universally accessible. This has also enabled us to expand our reach into new markets and offer more value-added services to our customers.

“What do I do next to take advantage of this cost effective, time saving and professional service?”

“Contact one of the RittalXpress team by”:

E-mail: specials@rittal.co.uk
Telephone: 01709 704000
Fax: 01709 701217
or visit the website at: www.rittalxpress.co.uk